We investigate the dynamics of nuclear fission, assuming purely diffusive motion up to the saddle point.
. Recently, Bush, Bertsch, and Brown proposed a model of the shape dynamics of highly excited nuclei from quite a different point of view [6] . They start with the basic assumption that the highly excited nucleus can be described as an incoherent mixture of Hartree-Fock configurations at a given energy. They concentrate exclusively on the diffusion in the nuclear shape degrees of freedom avoiding a discussion of inertia, friction, or indeed any collectivity in the motion. Based on this picture, they have calculated the diffusion coefficient for quadrupolar shape fluctuations using the residual interaction to mix Hartree-Fock configurations.
In frictional dynamics, the Kramers' theory [7] may be used to find the fission decay rates. A corresponding theory can be derived from the diffusive dynamics using the Smoluchowski equation. We show how this is done belo~. The end result is equivalent to the Kramers' theory, in the strongly overdarnped limit of that theory. We then discuss the numerical application to prescission neutron multiplicities.
In Ref. [6] , the theoretical diffusion rate was an order of magnitude slower than found in the analysis of Ref. [2] . Our analysis here of the measurement of Ref. [3] is a factor of 5 different from the theoretical prediction, due mostly to the larger number of prescission neutrons extracted from the later experiment.
We start from a generic rate equation dP, = -(I. [6] In deriving Eq. (1), we have also defined the temperature as the inverse logarithmic derivative of the level density and used the chain rule, Bp/BP=(Bp/BE' )(BE*/BP). 
The decay rate A, is defined I(p, t)
I' "dP'P(P')
It is seen to obey the same scaling, A, (D&) =AD&, where A is the decay rate for D& =1.
The stationary decay rate for Eq. (1) for a particle trapped inside a parabolic barrier has been derived by Chandrasekhar [10] . Assume the potential V(P) has a parabolic shape, upward-curving near the equilibrium deformation p& and downward-curving near the barrier top atp, ,
-, 'k, (P -P, ) when P~a,
Here Uz is the barrier height, and the parameter a is determined to make the parabolas join smoothly. Then the stationary value Ap of the decay rate is simply given in terms of the oscillator parameters and the barrier height by [10] new time variable v=D&t. Fig. 1 and the values of the parameters are given in Table I . J=65fi, 69k, and 72% are compared to those given in Ref. [13] (dashed line). The potential parameters adopted are given in :== --saddle here the role of the fission barrier tinguished in Fig. 2 The neutron multiplicity prior to fission is defined by adding all the neutrons released from the entire decay chain,
where J is the angular momentum for which the calculation is originally performed and the observed neutron multiplicity v is obtained by taking the average among the participating partial waves.
In Fig. 4 , we present our results on the neutron multi- [15] .
